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Amelia Henderson:
Living by Her Own Rules

+ All the Best Picks
& Insider’s Tips from Our Guest Editors
FASHION

24 FEMALE PICKS: IT’S SHOWTIME!
Find out what our Guest Fashion Editor, Amelia Henderson’s pick is to look stylish in this month’s ‘gigwear’ options!

25 FASHION BEAT
Up-to-the-minute trends to try: vintage-looking bags, luxe grey suiting and edgy pearl embellishments.

29 COLOUR CRASH COURSE:
DAIRY GOODNESS
Add a li’l kick to your palette with Dark Cheddar as your next bold pairing.

37 STYLE EDIT: TIMELESS KICKS
Bring back the tartan print and tweed fabric to your collection through these sparkly heels that’ll make your outfits pop!

40 STYLE HACK: MODERN MINIMALIST
Refine your work attire with neutral tones that work for both day and night!

42 STYLEPHILE: A FANCY TOUCH
Our Stylephile girl, Alya Manab fills you in on how you can make your outfit pop with striking hues and statement add-ons.

54 FASHION SPREAD: THIS // THAT
We show you how to switch stylish pieces around to exude different vibes.

67 TREND REPORT: GET CREATIVE!
Check out the Autumn/Winter 2019 collections and learn how to rock ’em in our climate. Plus, the season’s opposing trends to inspire your next beauty makeover.
BEAUTY

84 BEAUTY BUZZ
New clean beauty brands we love, must-visit stores, nourishing treats for your peepers and more!

88 BEAUTY INSIDER: LIP SERVICE
Shu Uemura's International Artistic Director, Kakuyasu Uchiide tells us all about the brand's latest launch and ad campaign.

93 COLOUR CRUSH: SUGAR RUSH
Pantone's Peaches N' Cream is a romantic shade that'll inspire the dreamer in you.

94 HOT HAIR: WEAR IT LOW
Not just simple and timeless, we show you three ways you can elevate the classic low-ponytail hairstyle.

95 TRENDING NOW: ACID WAVE
Think acids are scary? In your skincare, they're not, we promise! Find out our top picks for exfoliation, hydration and brightening amongst other things.

98 BEAUTY SPREAD: HOT STUFF
Sunset-inspired eyes, fiery red lips and more - we're turning up the heat in this month's beauty spread.
FEATURES & LIFESTYLE

110 OPINION: FOLLOWING HER DREAMS
Our Guest Lifestyle Editor, Alexis SueAnn shares tips on how you can manage expectations with the rise of social media.

112 LIFESTYLE INSIDER: SINGING TO HER OWN TUNE
NJWA reveals what made her change her stage name and the beauty of holding on to her Malaysian roots despite being based in New York for some time.

114 TRAVEL HIT: THE ULTIMATE UNDERRATED PARTY TRAVEL GUIDE
Give yourself some time off and spend your birthday at our list of lesser-known spots.

116 EASY FOOD: SWEET SURPRISES
Find out how you can stand a chance to redeem one of our three featured cakes for your birthday!

120 SEX: FROM BLAH TO BLOWOUT
Six creative ways to blow out your partner’s candle when he turns a year older.

123 CAREER: FIGHTING FOR FAIR PAY
We reveal how women were paid 45 years ago and if the situation has gotten any better over the years.

127 GUY TALK: MODEL BEHAVIOUR
Mason Roberts reveals his real passion and what he’s looking forward to most in the coming year.